
Support contacts
Name of organisation Support offered Contact/visit
Age UK Information and services for elderly and their 

carers
0800 678 1602

At a loss Signposting the bereaved to support www.ataloss.org
Bereavement Information 
Hub, Compton Care

Volunteer led local hubs providing information 
about support services

01902 774 586

Blue Cross Pet loss support 0300 7909903
Child Bereavement UK Support for families when a baby or child dies or 

is dying
0800 028 8840
www.childbereavementuk.org

Citizens Advice Bureau Free independent and confidential information 
and advice

0300 3309044

Compassionate Friends Organisation of bereaved parents and their 
families offering support  

0345 123 2304
www.tcf.org.uk

Cruse Face-face, telephone, email and website support 0808 808 1677
www.cruse.org.uk

Dudley Community 
Information Directory

Link to local information www.dudleyci.co.uk

Dudley Council Plus Death registration  0300 555 2345
www.dudley.gov.uk

Edwards Trust Local support to anyone affected by the death of 
a child (18 or under)

0121 454 1705

Good Grief Trust Guidance and support  0800 260 0400
www.thegoodgrieftrust.org

Grief Chat Share experiences, explore feelings and be 
supported

01524 889 823

Let’s get Supporting you in bereavement and to make 
healthy lifestyle changes.

www.lets-get.com

Listening and Guidance 
Service

Up to four supportive phone calls Referral from your GP

Mary Stevens Hospice Telephone support line 01384 445417
NHS Advice, tips and tools to help you make the best 

choices about your health and wellbeing  
www.nhs.uk/live-well

Omega Chatterbox action against loneliness and crisis 
support programme  

01743 245088
www.omega.uk.net

Road Peace Support and information for those bereaved or 
injured in a road crash

08454 500 355

Samaritans Confidential, non-judgemental emotional support 116 123
Silverline Telephone friendship 08004 708 090
Sudden Bereavement 
Helpline

Help for those affected by a sudden death 0800 2600 400
https://sudden.org/

Survivors of bereavement 
by suicide

National helpline  0300 1115065
www.uksobs.org

Winston’s Wish Support for children and their families after the 
death of a parent or sibling

08088 020 021
www.winstonswish.org

If you feel you require further support, then please speak to your GP

Bereavement 
support



Bereavement support
Grief can seem overwhelming, perhaps especially if the loss or death has been 
unexpected or traumatic, but grief is a normal human response to the loss of 
someone that we love. Each of us will experience grief in a different way and how 
we choose to respond to our grief will also be different for each of us.  

We do know that the choices we make can help us to manage our sadness and 
our grief as well as we can. The following information is there to give you support 
and information to help you.

Looking after yourself when you are grieving
Coping with the loss of a loved one is always difficult. There is no correct way to 
act or feel when you experience loss - you feel the way you feel. Everyone is 
different and feels differently about the loss of a loved one.

Grief can be painful, exhausting and overwhelming but most people find that in 
time things become easier. As you grieve there are things that you can do to help 
yourself cope.

These include:
• Learning and understanding more about the process of grief
• Learning strategies to help you stay active
• Making good choices about how you use your time
• Exploring positive lifestyle changes

Grief knocks you off balance. You may find yourself having to cope with a world 
which feels very different as you go through a process of mourning. Intense 
feelings including sadness, anger, fear and shame are common; as well as 
memory and concentration difficulties, exhaustion and lack of motivation. 
Whatever your thoughts and feelings it is important to know that powerful feelings 
are a natural part of the grieving process. Knowing that they are common may help 
them to seem more normal and not to be feared. It is also important to know that 
they will pass.

In grief you will experience different kinds of coping and shift back and forth 
between these two approaches. At times you will face your loss head-on and at 
others you’ll focus on fulfilling practical needs and life tasks.

For many, healing is not a case of ‘moving on’ from grief, but instead growing 
around It.

Practical things you can do 
Express yourself - Talking is often a good way to soothe painful emotions. 
Talking to a friend, family member, trusted work colleague, health professional or 
counsellor can aid the healing process
Allow yourself to feel sad - It’s a healthy part of the grieving process
Maintain a routine - Keeping up simple things like doing the housework can help

Sleep - Emotional strain can make you very tired
Eat healthily - A well balanced diet will help you cope
Looking after yourself - Make sure that you have some time to yourself and do 
things that you enjoy e.g. meet a friend, go for a walk, visit a nature reserve, have a 
relaxing bath, etc.
Avoid ‘numbing’ the pain - Things like alcohol and other substances will make 
you feel worse once the numbness wears off

Helping ourselves to have better mental wellbeing
There are five simple actions we all can take that have a positive impact on day to 
day wellbeing. 
Take notice
The borough has lots of fascinating things and places to see. Take time to explore 
the sites, nature and geology all around us.
Keep learning
Learning can boost our self-esteem. We don’t have to achieve a new qualification 
to enjoy the benefits. Learning to cook a different meal or try out some crafts can 
be just as good.
Be active
Being more active doesn’t just get us fitter, it’s also known to make us happier and 
feel less stressed. Try being active even if it’s just for a short period each day and 
see how much happier you feel.
Connect
Interacting with others is a need we all share. Good relationships and doing 
activities with others are beneficial for our wellbeing. There are lots of ways we can 
connect more. Try chatting to a neighbour, find a pen friend or join a group.
Give
You could volunteer your time to help a cause or just do something kind to help a 
neighbour. Any kind acts can really boost your self-esteem.  

Supporting someone who is bereaved
Many of us don’t have a personal experience of bereavement until we are quite 
old. We may find that we struggle to know what to say to someone who has been 
bereaved. We may worry that we may say the wrong thing and add to someone’s 
distress. But saying something like “I’m sorry and I don’t know what to say” is far 
more comforting than saying nothing or avoiding someone. 

So, if you know someone who has been bereaved try to:
• Acknowledge the death
• Offer practical support
• Listen if the person wants to talk
• Be honest, open and sympathetic
• Keep in touch


